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Following two years of engineering and construction,
the first 41-metre Dynamiq GTT 135 Stefania is
ready for launch at the company’s shipyard in Massa,
Tuscany. The full-aluminium superyacht’s Fast
Displacement hull was created by leading Dutch
naval architects Van Oossanen and exterior was
designed by Monaco-based studio Dobroserdov
Design.

The hull of Dynamiq GTT 135 Stefania has a roundbilge shape for remarkably low resistance and low
fuel consumption while still being capable of high
speeds. The yacht is powered by twin MAN V12
1650 engines for a maximum speed of 20 knots with
an ocean-going range of 3,500 miles at cruising
speed. She has a shallow draft of 1.8 metres for
cruising the remote cays and shoal waters of the
Bahamas, for example.
The oversized sundeck divided into two different
zones includes a jacuzzi forward and two 75-inch TV
screens and a bar unit for enjoying the panoramic
views in style. The oversized main deck features aft
pool with a capacity of 4,500 litres, the open-air
beach club area, and a second bar.

The interiors feature the impressive 2.2-metre
ceilings. The spacious 5-cabin layout on the lower

deck ensures motion comfort on board for all the
guests. The main salon boasts the real fireplace.
Dynamiq also joined creative forces with German VIP
car outfitter Klassen to develop the special
“Wheelhouse by Klassen”, which comes with the
same quality and style of Klassen VIP shuttle vans
with sporty trim and high-end finishes.
The yacht has started an intensive programme of
pre-launch tests and will touch the water for the first
time early in January. After sea trials she will travel to
her home port in Monaco and will be available for
charters through Arcon Yachts, who were also the
build managers during construction.
The second hull in this new-generation of fast but
highly efficient family cruisers is available at a special
base price and shortened delivery time, complete
with optional Bentley Home furniture and
accessories.
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Dynamiq GTT 115 by Studio F. A. Porsche Is
Launched
Dynamiq GTT 115, the avant-garde superyacht
designed in conjunction with cult Studio F. A. Porsche
and the latest embodiment of the Dynamiq nextgeneration yachts, has been launched. Dubbed, the
modern gentlemen’s superyacht, the GTT 115 draws
on the latest technology to combine comfortable
high-speed cruising over 21 knots with efficient fuel…
In "Yachts & Boats"

Dynamiq Introduces Limited GTT 135 CARAT Edition
The luxury yacht builder Dynamiq has developed a
special edition of its GTT 135 with a striking gold
theme aimed at the Middle Eastern market. The hull
of the limited GTT 135 CARAT edition is painted an
exclusive Royal Gold and the bathrooms are outfitted

with gold accessories by Serdaneli.…
In "Yachts & Boats"

Introducing Dynamiq GTT 165 the First Foiling
Superyacht
After becoming the first company in the yacht market
to introduce an online configurator, that allows the
owners to easily customize their vessels, Dynamic is
shaking up the industry with a new innovation: a
superyacht equipped with two underwater foils. The
50-metre GTT 165, the latest and largest model in
the…
In "Yachts & Boats"

